ME110 Tradeshow on Wed., May 12th
Introduction to New Product Development
11:30 am - 1:00 pm, 3106 Etcheverry Hall

Adaptive Technologies: A weather protection system for people in wheelchairs.

Ez Tran: A Portable device assisting in the transfer process of a person with disabilities, such as from a wheelchair to an airplane seat.

Freddie— the Laptop Cord Holder: A device to stabilize laptop computer cables.

Leak Lock Umbrella: An umbrella with an encasing that prevents leakage of rainwater when not in use.

Object Locator: A device that assists the user in locating misplaced personal items by remote detection.

Second Snowboard Stance: A rotating snowboard-binding insert that includes a “walk mode” and the ability to quickly adjust binding angle.

Shift-O-Matic: Easy to use automatic/manual bicycle shifting system.
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